
A Bootstrapped Interlingua-Based SMT ArhitetureManny Rayner1, Paula Estrella2, Pierrette Bouillon1(1) University of Geneva, TIM/ISSCO40 bvd du Pont-d'Arve, CH-1211 Geneva 4, SwitzerlandfEmmanuel.Rayner,Pierrette.Bouillong�unige.h(2) FaMAF, U. Naional de Córdoba5000 - Córdoba, Argentinapestrella�famaf.un.edu.arAbstratWe desribe a simple and general onstru-tion, whih an be used to bootstrap use-ful SMT models from an interlingua-basedMT system and add non-trivial robustness.As in previous work, the rule-based sys-tem is used to generate aligned data, whihis then used to train SMTs. The nov-elty desribed here is to introdue an �in-terlingua grammar� whih assoiates in-terlingua representations with surfae textstrings in a reversible way, making it pos-sible to fator the indued SMT translationinto Soure ! Interlingua and Interlingua! Target omponents. We desribe sev-eral re�nements of the basi sheme. If thesoure and target languages have widelydifferent word-orders, performane an begreatly improved by de�ning two differentsurfae forms for the interlingua grammar,based on the soure and target languagesrespetively; the interlingua grammar anbe used to resore N-best SMT translationhypotheses; and, �nally, one an ombineSMT and RBMT modules into a hybridsystem, inreasing robustness without sa-ri�ing preision. We have implementedthese ideas inside English ! Frenh andEnglish ! Japanese versions of the OpenSoure MedSLTmedial speeh translator,and present an evaluation.1 IntrodutionAt the moment, the dominant paradigm for ma-hine translation is the statistial one (StatistialMahine Translation; SMT), but rule-based ma-hine translation (RBMT) is far from dead. The 2010 European Assoiation for Mahine Translation.

advantages and disadvantages of eah approah arewell known. SMT systems are robust, and anbe built quikly if suf�ient quantities of bilingualdata are available. RBMT systems, on the otherhand, an be built without muh training data, andappear to be more reliable, at least in limited do-mains (Seneff et al., 2006; Wilks, 2007). In appli-ations where training data is hard to obtain, andpreision is more important than reall, there isstill muh to reommend them.To get the best of both worlds � a robust systemthat an be onstruted without a large bilingualorpus � there is a natural way to ombine SMTand RBMT: we use the RBMT to reate arti�ialtraining data for an SMT model. A prominent re-ent example is (Dugast et al., 2008), whih de-sribes an experiment where SYSTRAN was usedto translate a monolingual Frenh orpus, reatingan aligned orpus whih then served as trainingdata to reate a Frenh ! English SMT model.The present paper has as its starting point an ear-lier study, desribed in (Rayner et al., 2009), whihused MedSLT (Bouillon et al., 2008), a medium-voabulary interlingua-based multilingual OpenSoure medial speeh translator. The goal wasto bootstrap a useful SMT from the RBMT. Wegenerated large parallel orpora from English !Frenh and English ! Japanese versions of thesystem, trained SMTmodels from them, and testedthese models on data whih was outside the over-age of the RBMT. Our hope that the SMT wouldbe able to add robustness to the RBMT, reover-ing on some input whih the RBMT was unable toproess, but the results reported were negative. Al-though the SMT did produe good translations forabout 15% of the out-of-overage sentenes, aboutas many more were translated inorretly. We on-luded that the major loss of preision rendered thesmall improvement in reall worthless.
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Here, we show, on the ontrary, that it is infat quite possible to ahieve the goals we setourselves in the earlier paper, if we orretly ex-ploit the interlingua-based arhiteture of the orig-inal RBMT system to train separate SMT mod-els for translation from soure language to inter-lingua, and from interlingua to target language.The key tehnial idea is to de�ne an �interlinguagrammar�, whih assoiates eah interlingua rep-resentation with a surfae text form, whih we willall an �interlingua gloss�. We an then onstrutaligned orpora whih pair soure or target sen-tenes with interlingua glosses.Fatoring SMT translation through the interlin-gua turns out to offer several advantages. To beginwith, the original RBMT system's ability to offeruseful performane on noisy speeh input dependsruially on the interlingua; in the live appliation,eah sentene produed by the speeh reogniser is�rst translated into the interlingua, and then �bak-translated� into the soure language. The user isgiven a hane to approve or abort the baktrans-lation before a target language sentene is pro-dued. The system gives reliable translations forsentenes whih produe good baktranslations,while the remaining ones are disarded. If SMT isperformed using the interlingua as a pivot, it is pos-sible to employ the same basi arhiteture. As wewill show later, a hybrid system an also use SMTto translate into the interlingua and then baktrans-late the result before translating to the target, im-proving robustness without ompromising reliabil-ity.One the interlingua grammar is available, itturns out that we an also exploit it for other pur-poses. First, if the SMT deoder is set to produeN-best output, we an use the interlingua grammaras a knowledge soure to reorder N-best hypothe-ses, preferring ones whih the grammar de�nes aswell-formed. Seond, when the soure and tar-get languages have widely different word-orders,SMT translation an be made far more auratewhen it is broken up into several proessing steps.Here, we were partly inspired by (Xu and Sen-eff, 2008), who address the problem arising fromword-order differenes when translating from En-glish to Chinese. They �rst perform RBMT fromthe English soure to an intermediate representa-tion they all �Zhonglish�, in whih English wordsare arranged in a Chinese order; they then use anSMT to produe the �nal Chinese result. For En-

glish to Japanese translation, we have a similar setof modules, but onneted in a different order: we�rst use SMT to translate English into an English-like interlingua, then reformulate the interlinguainto a Japanese-ordered �Japlish�, and �nally useRBMT to generate Japanese.The rest of the paper is organised as follows.Setions 2 and 3 present bakground on the Med-SLT system, and the way it uses interlingua; Se-tion 4 desribes the experimental framework, andSetion 5 the experiments themselves; Setion 6gives the results; and Setion 7 onludes.2 Bakground: the MedSLT SystemMedSLT (Bouillon et al., 2008) is a medium-voabulary interlingua-based Open Soure speehtranslation system for dotor-patient medialexamination questions, whih provides any-language-to-any-language translation apabilitiesfor all languages in the set fEnglish, Frenh,Japanese, Arabi, Catalang. Both speeh reogni-tion and translation are rule-based. Speeh reog-nition runs on the Nuane 8.5 reognition plat-form, with grammar-based language models builtusing the Open Soure Regulus ompiler. As de-sribed in (Rayner et al., 2006), eah domain-spei� language model is extrated from a gen-eral resoure grammar using orpus-based meth-ods driven by a seed orpus of domain-spei� ex-amples. The seed orpus, whih typially ontainsbetween 500 and 1500 utteranes, is then used aseond time to add probabilisti weights to thegrammar rules; this substantially improves reog-nition performane (Rayner et al., 2006, x11.5).Performane measures for speeh reognition inthe three languages where serious evaluations havebeen arried out are shown in Table 1.At run-time, the reogniser produes a soure-language semanti representation in AFF (AlmostFlat Funtional Semantis; (Rayner et al., 2008)).This is �rst translated by one set of rules intoan interlingual form, and then by a seond setinto a target language representation. The inter-lingua and target representation are also in AFFform. A target-language Regulus grammar, om-piled into generation form, turns the target repre-sentation into one or more possible surfae strings,after whih a set of generation preferenes piksone out. Finally, the seleted string is realised asspoken output.



Language Voab WER SemEREnglish 447 6% 11%Frenh 1025 8% 10%Japanese 422 3% 4%Table 1: Reognition performane for English,Frenh and Japanese headahe-domain reognis-ers. �Voab� = number of surfae words in sourelanguage reogniser voabulary; �WER� = WordError Rate for soure language reogniser, on in-overage material; �SemER� = semanti error rate(proportion of utteranes failing to produe or-ret interlingua) for soure language reogniser, onin-overage material. Differenes in voabularysize are mainly related to differenes in in�etionalmorphology.3 Interlingua and interlingua grammarsThe spae of well-formed interlingua representa-tions in MedSLT is de�ned by yet another Regu-lus grammar (Bouillon et al., 2008); this grammaris designed to have minimal struture, so hek-ing for well-formedness an be performed veryquikly. During speeh understanding, the well-formedness hek is used as a knowledge soureto enhane the language model for the soure lan-guage. The speeh reogniser is set to gener-ate N-best reognition hypotheses, and hypothe-ses whih give rise to non-well-formed interlinguaan safely be disarded. Use of this �highest-in-overage� resoring algorithm is found to reduesemanti error rate during speeh understanding byabout 10% relative.The interlingua grammar is built in suh a waythat the surfae forms it de�nes an also be usedas human-readable glosses. We will make heavyuse of these glosses in what follows. The usualform of the �interlingua gloss language� is mod-elled on English. It is, however, straightforward toparametrize the grammar so that glosses an alsobe generated with word-orders based on those o-urring in other languages; here, we have reatedone based on Japanese.Table 2 shows examples of English domain sen-tenes together with translations into Frenh andJapanese, and interlingua glosses in English-basedand Japanese-based format. Note the very sim-ple struture of the interlingua gloss, whih is inmost ases just a onatenation of text representa-tions for the underlying AFF representation; sine

AFF representations are unordered lists, they anbe presented in any desired order. Thus the AFFfor the �rst example, �does the pain usually lastfor more than one day� is1[null=[utterane_type,ynq℄,arg1=[symptom,pain℄,null=[state,last℄,null=[tense,present℄,null=[freq,usually℄,duration=[spe,[more_than,1℄℄,duration=[timeunit,day℄℄The English-format interlingua gloss, �YN-QUESTION pain last PRESENT usually dura-tion more-than one day� presents these elementsin the order given here, whih is approximatelythat of a normal English rendition of the sentene.In ontrast, the Japanese-format gloss, �more-than one day duration pain usually last PRESENTYN-QUESTION� makes onessions to standardJapanese word-order, in whih the sentene nor-mally ends with the verb (here, tsuzuki masu), fol-lowed by the interrogative partile ka.Similarly, in the seond example from Table 2,we see that the English-format gloss puts �s-when� (�subordinating-onjuntion when�) beforethe representation of the subordinate lause; theJapanese-format gloss puts �s-when� after, mir-roring the fat that the orresponding Japanesepartile, to, omes after the subordinate lausetabemono wo taberu. This is literally �food OBJeat�, i.e. �(you) eat food�; note that the Japanese-format interlingua suppresses the personal pro-noun �you�, again following normal Japanese us-age.In the next setion, we explain how we use theinterlingua, and in partiular the interlingua glossforms, to reate a bootstrapped SMT frameworkmuh more powerful than the one from (Rayner etal., 2009). We �rst review their onstrution, andthen explain what we have added to it.4 Experimental frameworkWe start with a well-known tehnique for boot-strapping a statistial language model (SLM) froma grammar-based language model (GLM). Thegrammar whih forms the basis of the GLM issampled randomly in order to reate an arbitrar-ily large orpus of examples; these examples arethen used as a training orpus to build the SLM1AFF representations and glosses have been slightly simpli-�ed for presentational reasons.



English does the pain usually last for more than one dayEng-Interlingua YN-QUESTION pain last PRESENT usually duration more-than one dayFrenh la douleur dure-t-elle habituellement plus d'un jourJap-Interlingua more-than one day duration pain usually last PRESENT YN-QUESTIONJapanese daitai ihinihi sukunakutomo itami wa tsuzuki masu kaEnglish does it ever appear when you eatEng-Interlingua YN-QUESTION you have PRESENT ever pain s-when you eat PRESENTFrenh avez-vous déj�a eu mal quand vous mangezJap-Interlingua eat PRESENT s-when ever pain have PRESENT YN-QUESTIONJapanese koremadeni tabemono wo taberu to itami mashita kaEnglish is the pain on one sideEng-Interlingua YN-QUESTION you have PRESENT pain in-lo head one side-partFrenh avez-vous mal sur l'un des �otés de la t�eteJap-Interlingua head one side-part in-lo pain have PRESENT YN-QUESTIONJapanese atama no katagawa wa itami masu kaTable 2: English MedSLT examples: English soure sentene, English-format interlingua gloss, RBMTtranslation into Frenh, Japanese-format interlingua gloss and RBMT translation into Japanese(Jurafsky et al., 1995; Jonson, 2005). We adaptthis proess in a straightforward way to onstrutan SMT model for a given language pair, us-ing the soure language grammar, the soure-to-interlingua translation rules, the interlingua-to-target-language rules, and the target language gen-eration grammar.We use the soure language grammar to builda randomly generated soure language orpus; asshown in (Hokey et al., 2008), it is important tohave a probabilisti grammar. We then use theomposition of the other omponents to attemptto translate eah soure language sentene into atarget language equivalent, disarding the exam-ples for whih no translation is produed. The re-sult is an aligned orpus of arbitrary size, whihan be used to train an SMT model. In (Rayner etal., 2009), the orpus was a bilingual one, onsist-ing of hSoure, Targeti pairs. In the present paper,our orpora also ontain the intermediate interlin-gua steps, and thus onsist of hSoure, Interlingua-Gloss, Targeti triples.We used this method to generate aligned or-pora for English ! Interlingua ! Frenh and En-glish ! Interlingua ! Japanese. Eah alignedorpus started with one million randomly gener-ated English sentenes. After disarding senteneswhih reeived no translation, we were left withabout 310K triples. We randomly held out 2.5% ofeah of these sets as development data, and 2.5%as test data. Using Giza++, Moses and SRILM(Oh and Ney, 2000; Koehn et al., 2007; Stol-

ke, 2002), we trained SMT models for the fol-lowing six pairs: English ! English-Interlingua;English ! Frenh; English ! Japanese; English-Interlingua ! Frenh; Japanese-Interlingua !Japanese; English-Interlingua ! Japanese. Themodels were tuned in the standard way usingMERT. As reported in (Rayner et al., 2009), thequantity of training data available appears easilysuf�ient to ensure that translation performanetops out.The resulting models were ombined in theways desribed in Setion 5 to translate the testportion of the English orpus. Again following(Rayner et al., 2009), our primary evaluation met-ri quanti�es agreement between the translationsprodued by the SMT and those produed by theRBMT. We use the most straightforward measure:we take those sentenes in the test set whih do notalso our in the training material (sine both setsare independently randomly generated, overlap isinevitable), and ount the proportion for whih theSMT translation is the same as the RBMT transla-tion. As demonstrated in the earlier paper, evalua-tion by human judges indiates that differenes fre-quently favour the RBMT and hardly ever favourthe SMT. This shows that the metri has intuitivesigni�ane, and that sores of less than 100% rep-resent real de�ienies in the SMT's performane.Finally, we tested the best on�gurations on theout-of-overage MedSLT dataset from (Rayner etal., 2009), using human judges to evaluate the re-sults.



5 ExperimentsWe ombined the resoures desribed in the previ-ous setions to ompare the performane of severaldifferent translation pipelines, for both English !Frenh and English ! Japanese:5.1 Plain RBMTTranslation using the baseline RBMT system.5.2 Plain SMTTranslation using a Soure ! Target SMT model.5.3 SMT + SMTTranslation using a Soure ! English-interlinguaSMTmodel omposed with an English-interlingua! Target SMT model.5.4 SMT + interlingua-reformulation + SMTFor translation to Japanese, the Japanese-interlingua ! Japanese SMT model is muhbetter than the English-interlingua ! JapaneseSMT model, sine the word-orders are loser.It thus makes sense to perform the sequeneSoure ! English-Interlingua, using SMT;English-Interlingua ! Japanese-Interlingua, usingrule-based reformulation of the interlingua gloss;and �nally Japanese-Interlingua ! Japanese,using SMT.5.5 SMT + resoring + SMTAnother possible re�nement is to use the inter-lingua grammar to resore Soure ! InterlinguaSMT results. Just as in the ase of speeh reogni-tion (f. Setion 2), we an set the SMT deod-ing engine to produe a list of N-best hypothe-ses; we resore this list by seleting the high-est hypothesis that is well-formed aording tothe interlingua grammar, or the �rst hypothesis ifno well-formed hypothesis exists. The result isthen passed through the Interlingua-gloss ! Tar-get SMT model.5.6 SMT + resoring +interlingua-reformulation + SMTA ombination of 5.5 and 5.4; in the ase oftranslation to Japanese, we an perform SMT andresoring as in 5.5 to get English-Interlingua, thenreformulate to Japanese-Interlingua and performJapanese-Interlingua ! Japanese SMT as in 5.4.

5.7 SMT + RBMTWe use SMT to perform Soure ! English-Interlingua translation, then do English-Interlingua! Target using RBMT if the interlingua is well-formed. Ill-formed interlingua representations failto produe a translation.5.8 SMT + resoring + RBMTAs in 5.7, but setting the Soure ! English-Interlingua to reate N-best output, and resoringit using the interlingua grammar before performingRBMT.6 ResultsTable 3 presents the results of running the differenton�gurations desribed in the previous setion onrandomly generated in-overage data, evaluated bymeasuring the proportion of not-in-training sen-tenes for whih translation mathes the RBMTgold standard. As previously reported in (Rayneret al., 2009), English! Frenh sores muh betterthan English ! Japanese with plain SMT (65.8%versus 26.8%).We had expeted that performane on English! Japanese would improve when we split up SMTtranslation into two piees, with an interlingua-reformulation phase in between. SMT's prob-lems with English ! Japanese stem from the verydifferent word-orders in the two languages, andinterlingua-reformulation levels the playing-�eld,ensuring that SMT translation always takes plaebetween languages with similar word-orders. Wehad not antiipated, however, that the improve-ment would be so large that fatored English !Japanese would outsore plain English ! Frenh(74.1% versus 65.8%), and we were also surprisedto �nd that fatored English! Frenh was onsid-erably better than plain English ! Frenh (76.6%versus 65.8%). It is evident that fatoring onlyhelps if the interlingua formats are appropriatelyhosen; fatored English ! Japanese without in-terlingua reformulation is in fat muh worse thanplain English ! Japanese (10.5% versus 26.8%).Resoring helps to improve performane on fa-tored SMT; English ! Frenh inreases from76.6% to 78.5%, and English ! Japanese from74.1% to 78.5%. Finally, we look at the hybridsystem, whih ombines SMT translation fromsoure to interlingua with RBMT translation frominterlingua to target. This is notieably better thanfatored SMT: 83.5% versus 76.6% for English



Con�guration Eng! Fre Eng! JapPlain RBMT (100%) (100%)Plain SMT 65.8% 26.8%SMT + SMT 76.6% 10.5%SMT + interlingua-reformulation + SMT � 74.1%SMT + resoring + SMT 78.5% 10.8%SMT + resoring + interlingua-reformulation + SMT � 78.5%SMT + RBMT 83.5% 81.9%SMT + resoring + RBMT 87.0% 87.1%Table 3: Translation performane of different versions of the translation pipeline on randomly generatedin-overage test sentenes not in training data. The �gures show the proportion of translations whihagree with the RBMT translation.! Frenh, and 81.9% versus 74.1% for English! Japanese. Resoring also ombines well withthe hybrid SMT + RBMT on�gurations, sinethe RBMT-based interlingua ! target phase re-quires that the interlingua is well-formed. Thehybrid on�gurations inluding resoring have al-most idential performane, at around 87%.In order to investigate whether the new arhite-ture was potentially apable of adding robustnessto the speeh translation system, we ran three on-�gurations of the pipeline whih involved use ofthe interlingua on the 358 out-of-overage Englishsentenes from (Rayner et al., 2009); these aretransriptions of spoken utteranes from a real dataolletion exerise. The intention was to simulatenormal use of the system, where the user would begiven a baktranslation of the soure, and allowedto abort sentenes whih had been unsuessfullyrendered into Interlingua.To this end, we used SMT to translate theEnglish soure sentenes into interlingua in N-best mode, and resored using the interlinguagrammar to pik the highest in-overage transla-tion. The SMT deoder was set to disard out-of-voabulary words, after some preliminary experi-ments showed that this was the most effetive strat-egy. Then, using the Interlingua! English RBMTomponent, we translated all the well-formed in-terlingua utteranes produed by this proess bakinto English, and asked an English native speakerto judge the resulting English ! English transla-tions for orretness. Finally, using both RBMTand SMT, we translated into Frenh and Japanesethe well-formed interlingua translations marked ashaving orret baktranslations. For SMT trans-lation into Japanese, the original English-formatinterlingua was �rst reformulated into Japanese-

format interlingua. The results are summarisedin Table 4; Table 5 gives some examples of ro-bust translations produed using the ombinationof SMT up to interlingua and RBMT from inter-lingua to target.Of the 358 sentenes, 81 (23%) produed anEnglish baktranslation that was judged to be or-ret, and would thus not have led to the user abort-ing translation. When RBMT was used to trans-late these 81 sentenes into the target language,6 (7%) failed to produe a Frenh translation,with no inorret translations; for Japanese, therewere no failed translations, and 4 (5%) translationsjudged inorret. Three of the four English sen-tenes whih produed inorret Japanese trans-lations were ourrenes of �does the pain last along time�, baktranslated as �does the pain last�and judged as aeptable; �a long time� is a vagueexpression whih does not learly add anythingto �last�. The Frenh translation, �vos maux det�ete durent-ils� is aeptable for similar reasons;however, the Japanese translation, zutsu wa tsuzukimasu ka (�pain TOPIC last PRESENT Q�) is in-orret, sine tsuzuki masu with no temporal mod-i�er has the meaning �ontinue (sine the last timewe talked)� rather than �last�. We �nd this an in-teresting example illustrating how dif�ult it is toprovide very high quality translation, even in a lim-ited domain.When SMT was used for the interlingua ! tar-get phase, a translation was always produed, butthere were more mistakes; 5 sentenes (6%) werejudged inorret for Frenh, and 10 (12%) forJapanese. Given the importane of preision to theappliation, it seems lear that one would in pra-tie prefer the hybrid (SMT + RBMT) on�gura-tion, but fatored SMT is not enormously worse.



Original sentenes 358Well-formed interlingua translation produed 245English RBMT baktranslation produed 213Baktranslation judged orret 81Frenh RBMT translation produed 75Frenh RBMT translation judged orret 75Frenh SMT translation produed 81Frenh SMT translation judged orret 76Japanese RBMT translation produed 81Japanese RBMT translation judged orret 77Japanese SMT translation produed 81Japanese SMT translation judged orretTable 4: Results of simulating the speeh translation system on out-of-overage data. Sentenes are trans-lated into interlingua using SMT and resoring, baktranslated into English using RBMT, and judged.Sentenes with orret baktranslations are translated into the target language using both RBMT andSMT.7 Summary and onlusionsWe have de�ned a simple and general onstrutionwhih an be used to bootstrap SMT models froman interlingua-based RBMT system, and evaluatedit onretely in the ontext of English ! Frenhand English ! Japanese versions of the MedSLTmedial speeh translator. The entral idea is tode�ne grammars that assoiate interlingua repre-sentations with surfae forms, whih we all �in-terlingua glosses�. This makes it possible to gen-erate aligned orpora of soure/interlingua-glossor interlingua-gloss/target pairs, and indue a fa-tored SMT system, with separate SMT modulesfor soure ! interlingua and interlingua ! targettranslation.By de�ning two versions of the interlingua glossform, tailored to the word-orders of the soure andtarget languages, we an address the problems thatarise when using SMT between languages withvery different word-orders. In MedSLT, we haveshown how this allowed us to improve SMT per-formane in the dif�ult pair English ! Japaneseto the point where it was approximately as good asin the easy pair English ! Frenh. We have alsoshown how the interlingua grammar an be used asa knowledge soure to resore N-best SMT trans-lation hypotheses, signi�antly improving transla-tion quality.Finally, we desribed a hybrid arhiteturewhih ombines SMT and RBMT modules. Thisuses SMT to translate from soure to interlingua,while RBMT is used both to translate from in-

terlingua to target, and also to produe a �bak-translation� into the soure language. In a safety-ritial appliation like MedSLT, this adds usefulrobustness without seriously ompromising prei-sion. The baktranslation allows the user to abortunsuessful translations produed by the SMT-based soure ! interlingua module, and be on-�dent that the remaining ones are aurately trans-lated using the RBMT-based interlingua ! targetmodule.In an initial evaluation using text transrip-tions of English MedSLT data, 21% of the out-of-overage sentenes were judged as having orretbaktranslations, 97% of the sentenes with or-ret baktranslations produed a target languagetranslation, and 98% of the target language trans-lations were judged orret. We �nd these �guresdistintly enouraging. In the next phase of theprojet, we will attempt to tune performane fur-ther, and experiment with speeh input data.ReferenesP. Bouillon, G. Flores, M. Georgesul, S. Halimi,B.A. Hokey, H. Isahara, K. Kanzaki, Y. Nakao,M. Rayner, M. Santaholma, M. Starlander, andN. Tsourakis. 2008. Many-to-many multilingualmedial speeh translation on a PDA. In Proeed-ings of The Eighth Conferene of the Assoiationfor Mahine Translation in the Amerias, Waikiki,Hawaii.L. Dugast, J. Senellart, and P. Koehn. 2008. Can werelearn an RBMT system? In Proeedings of the



English has the intensity of your headahes inreasedInterlingua YN-QUESTION headahe beome-worse PRESENT-PERFECTB/translation have the headahes been worseFrenh vos maux de t�ete ont-ils empiréJapanese zutsu wa hidoku nari mashita ka(Jap. gloss) headahe TOPIC bad beome PAST QEnglish is the pain related to stressInterlingua YN-QUESTION you have PRESENT pain s-when you experiene PRESENT stressB/translation do you experiene the pain when you feel stressedFrenh avez-vous mal quand vous �etes stresséJapanese sutoresu wo kanjiru to itami masu ka(Jap. gloss) stress OBJ feel-PLAIN if hurt POLITE-PRESENTQEnglish have the headahes beome more frequentInterlingua YN-QUESTION frequeny inrease PRESENT headaheB/translation is the frequeny of the headahes inreasingFrenh la fréquene de vos maux de t�ete augmente-t-elleJapanese zutsu no hindo wa fuete imasu ka(Jap. gloss) headahe GEN frequeny TOPIC inrease POLITE-PRESENTQTable 5: Examples of robust translation with the hybrid SMT/RBMT arhiteture. The out-of-overageEnglish soure sentene is translated to interlingua using SMT with resoring, and then (bak-)translatedinto English, Frenh and Japanese using RBMT.Third Workshop on Statistial Mahine Translation,pages 175�178, Columbus, Ohio.B.A. Hokey, M. Rayner, and G. Christian. 2008.Training statistial language models from grammar-generated data: A omparative ase-study. In Pro-eedings of the 6th International Conferene on Nat-ural Language Proessing, Gothenburg, Sweden.R. Jonson. 2005. Generating statistial language mod-els from interpretation grammars in dialogue sys-tems. In Proeedings of the 11th EACL, Trento,Italy.A. Jurafsky, C. Wooters, J. Segal, A. Stolke, E. Fos-ler, G. Tajhman, and N. Morgan. 1995. Using astohasti ontext-free grammar as a languagemodelfor speeh reognition. In Proeedings of the IEEEInternational Conferene on Aoustis, Speeh andSignal Proessing, pages 189�192.P. Koehn, H. Hoang, A. Birh, C. Callison-Burh,M. Federio, N. Bertoldi, B. Cowan, W. Shen,C. Moran, R. Zens, et al. 2007. Moses: Open souretoolkit for statistial mahine translation. In AN-NUAL MEETING-ASSOCIATIONFOR COMPUTA-TIONAL LINGUISTICS, volume 45, page 2.F.J. Oh and H. Ney. 2000. Improved statistial align-ment models. In Proeedings of the 38th AnnualMeeting of the Assoiation for Computational Lin-guistis, Hong Kong.M. Rayner, B.A. Hokey, and P. Bouillon. 2006.Putting Linguistis into Speeh Reognition: TheRegulus Grammar Compiler. CSLI Press, Chiago.
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